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MOTIVATION: Web Tables For Knowledge Graph Completion

▸ Knowledge Graphs are very big, but still highly incomplete 

▸ We’d like to add links using web tables: slot filling
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PROBLEM: Interpret Web Tables For Fact Extraction
title of great novel year author

moby-dick 1851 herman melville
madame bovary 1857 gustave flaubert

middlemarch 1871-72 george eliot
the magic mountain 1924 thomas mann

the tale of genji 11th century murasaki shikibu

The_Tale_of_Genji book author

Entity Class Relation

▸ Disambiguate cells, classes and relations 

▸ Add KG links using disambiguations

The_Tale_of_Genji 

Murasaki_Shikibu

author



STATE OF THE ART for Table Interpretation

▸ T2K                                                                   [Ritze et al. 2015] 

▸ TableMiner+                                                    [Zhang 2017] 

▸ Both systems interpret tables based on KG support 

▸ More support = more confidence = less novelty? 

▸ Both built for specific KGs

title of great novel year author

the magic mountain 1924 thomas mann
the tale of genji 11th century murasaki shikibu

THE_TALE_OF_GENJI 

MURASAKI_SHIKIBU

author



TAKCO: Table-based Knowledge graph Completion

Title

Tables

Year Title Director

1931 M Fritz Lang

1970 M*A*S*H Robert Altman

1942 The Magnificent 
Ambersons

Orson Welles

1968 The Producers Mel Brooks

1994 The Professional Luc Besson

Year Title Director

1931 M Fritz Lang

1970 M*A*S*H Robert Altman

1942 The Magnificent 
Ambersons

Orson Welles

1968 The Producers Mel Brooks

1994 The Professional Luc Besson

Year Title Director

1931 M Fritz Lang

1970 M*A*S*H Robert Altman

1942 The Magnificent Ambersons Orson Welles

1968 The Producers Mel Brooks

1994 The Professional Luc Besson

Label Index and Knowledge Graph

KG Embeddings

Step 1 
Preprocessing

Step 2 
Interpretation

Step 3 
Slot Filling

KG Completion 

▸ Novelty-oriented 

▸ Recall first 

▸ Precision later 

▸ KG-agnostic



CELL DISAMBIGUATION

Director Title
Fritz Lang M

Robert Altman M*A*S*H
Orson Welles The Magnificent Ambersons

Mel Brooks The Producers
Luc Besson The Professional

subj
ect

su
bj
ec
t

producer

director
Mel Brooks

American_satirical_films
M*A*S*H_(TV_series)

Cell Candidates Attributes in the KB

MASH_(film)

The_Producers_(2005_film)

The_Producers_(1968_film)

M*A*S*H_(TV_series)

MASH_(film)

6 12

Cell-Candidate Scores Entity Similarities

director

producer

1 2 3 4

Column-Predicate Scores



CELL DISAMBIGUATION

Entities

Year Title Director
1931 M Fritz Lang
1970 M*A*S*H Robert Altman
1942 The Magnificent Ambersons Orson Welles
1968 The Producers Mel Brooks
1994 The Professional Luc Besson

Title
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ect
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ec
t

producer

director

The_Producers_(2005_film)

The_Producers_(1968_film)
Mel Brooks

American_satirical_films
M*A*S*H_(TV_series)

M*A*S*H_(TV_series)
MASH_(film)

6 12

M*A*S*H_(TV_series)
MASH_(film)

The_Producers_(2005_film)
The_Producers_(1968_film)

9

(a) Example Table of Films (b) Row Candidates (c) Attributes in the KB

(d) Loopy Belief  
Propagation

(d1) Nodes: Row- 
Candidate Scores L

(d2) Edges: Entity 
Similarities S

(e) Row-independent Candidate Scores q

M*A*S*H_(TV_series)
MASH_(film)

9

The_Producers_(2005_film)
The_Producers_(1968_film)

9(f) Posterior Candidate Scores C

MASH_(film)
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Year Title Director
1931 M Fritz Lang
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MASH_(film)

6 12
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MASH_(film)
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9

(a) Example Table of Films (b) Row Candidates (c) Attributes in the KB

(d) Loopy Belief  
Propagation

(d1) Nodes: Row- 
Candidate Scores L

(d2) Edges: Entity 
Similarities S

(e) Row-independent Candidate Scores q

M*A*S*H_(TV_series)
MASH_(film)

9

The_Producers_(2005_film)
The_Producers_(1968_film)

9(f) Posterior Candidate Scores C

MASH_(film)

En
tit

ie
s

×q = Πrow ( )
Coherence score: best cluster of entities

M*A*S*H_(TV_series)

MASH_(film)

6 12

Loopy Belief  
Propagation

Nodes:  
Cell-Candidate Scores L

Edges:  
Entity Similarities S



SLOT-FILLING

key

relation

value?

Rank possible disambiguated values by distance
title of great novel author

don quixote miguel de cervantes
war and peace leo tolstoy

ulysses james joyce
in search of lost time marcel proust

the brothers karamazov feodor dostoevsky
moby-dick herman melville

madame bovary gustave flaubert
middlemarch george eliot

the magic mountain thomas mann
the tale of genji murasaki shikibu

The_Tale_of_Genji

author

?
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(b) Performance tradeo↵, Webaroo

System Pr. Re. F1

T2KMatch .94 .73 .82
TableMiner+ .96 .68 .80
Ours (T2K candidates) .88 .72 .79
Ours (DBpedia subset) .90 .76 .83
Ours (Full DBpedia) .92 .86 .89
Ours (Wikidata) .87 .82 .84

(c) Row-entity evaluation, T2D-v2

System Pr. Re. F1

T2KMatch .88 .55 .67
TableMiner+ .85 .51 .63
Ours (T2K candidates) .74 .58 .65
Ours (DBpedia subset) .72 .59 .65
Ours (Full DBpedia) .88 .84 .86
Ours (Wikidata) .77 .71 .74

(d) Row-entity evaluation, Webaroo

Fig. 2: Row-entity evalution scores and precision-recall tradeo↵ for the T2D-v2
and Webaroo datasets (the isolines of constant F1 score are shown in grey).
Precision, recall, and F1 are calculated at the threshold of maximum F1.

Not predicting a match for a row can have several causes: the candidate set for
that row might have been empty, the annotated entity might not have been in
the KG (this occurs when we use a subset), or when all candidates have been
pruned away during the interpretation (this occurs with the baselines).

In these experiments, we configured our system with three di↵erent settings:
First, we use the same KG and the candidates (i.e., the output of Cand(·))
used by the other two systems. We refer to this setting as “T2K candidates”.
Then, we use the KG subset used by T2K Match in our own label index
and disambiguation (“DBpedia subset”). Finally, we use our own candidate set
generation and full KG (“Full DBpedia”). By evaluating the performance of our
method with these settings, we can compare the performance of our approach
given the limitations of the inputs that the other systems face.

From the results reported in the figures, we can make a few considerations.
First, our method returns a comparable recall but an inferior precision than
the baselines if we use the set of candidates from T2K Match, but is able to
match its performance in terms of F1 when using the same KG. However, the
baselines are limited with respect to KGs. In fact, T2K Match requires that
DBpedia is translated into a tabular format while our method does not have
this restriction. If our method is configured to use the full DBpedia KG, then
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System Redundant Novel
Pr. Re. F1 Pr. Re. F1

T2KMatch .84 .82 .83 .76 .66 .71
TableMiner + .86 .73 .79 .73 .56 .63
Ours (T2K candidates) .81 .84 .83 .61 .71 .66
Ours (DBpedia subset) .83 .90 .86 .59 .76 .66
Ours (Full DBpedia) .83 .96 .89 .70 .83 .76

(a) The scores for extracting novel and redundant triples from
T2D-v2, measured at the acceptance threshold of maximum F1.

(b) The precision-recall tradeo↵ curve on T2D-v2.

Fig. 4: The novel and redundant precision-recall tradeo↵ for the T2D-v2 dataset
(in gray, the isolines of constant F1 score). Unlike the experiments in the previous
figures, here the bias towards extracting known (redundant) facts is made explicit
and we focus on finding novel KG facts in web tables.

are correct. Note that both FP and FG might contain facts that are either in
F or not. So far, current techniques have been evaluated w.r.t. the set of true
positives FG \ FP (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives as FG \ FP

(valid facts that were missed). These measures do not take the redundancy of
the extracted facts into account, while the redundant information exceeds the
novel information for benchmark datasets [13].

In Fig. 4, we show the evaluation of the correctness of novel and redundant

facts separately. Crucially, our system significantly outperforms the baselines
with repect to the recall of novel facts, which is paramount to KG completion.
In the tradeo↵ curve for novel triples (Fig. 4b), we also outperform the state-of-
the-art regarding precision for most threshold values.

5.3 Slot-filling

To test the scalability of our system, we have run it on all 1.6M tables in the Wik-
itable dataset. The first step concerns detecting entity tables with key columns
that contain entity labels. This process returned 786K tables. Then, we pro-
ceeded with the retrieval of entity candidates. About 288K tables did not contain
any entity in DBpedia, thus were discarded. The table interpretation process was
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T2D-v2, measured at the acceptance threshold of maximum F1.
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Fig. 4: The novel and redundant precision-recall tradeo↵ for the T2D-v2 dataset
(in gray, the isolines of constant F1 score). Unlike the experiments in the previous
figures, here the bias towards extracting known (redundant) facts is made explicit
and we focus on finding novel KG facts in web tables.

are correct. Note that both FP and FG might contain facts that are either in
F or not. So far, current techniques have been evaluated w.r.t. the set of true
positives FG \ FP (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives as FG \ FP

(valid facts that were missed). These measures do not take the redundancy of
the extracted facts into account, while the redundant information exceeds the
novel information for benchmark datasets [13].

In Fig. 4, we show the evaluation of the correctness of novel and redundant

facts separately. Crucially, our system significantly outperforms the baselines
with repect to the recall of novel facts, which is paramount to KG completion.
In the tradeo↵ curve for novel triples (Fig. 4b), we also outperform the state-of-
the-art regarding precision for most threshold values.

5.3 Slot-filling

To test the scalability of our system, we have run it on all 1.6M tables in the Wik-
itable dataset. The first step concerns detecting entity tables with key columns
that contain entity labels. This process returned 786K tables. Then, we pro-
ceeded with the retrieval of entity candidates. About 288K tables did not contain
any entity in DBpedia, thus were discarded. The table interpretation process was
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launched on the remaining 498K tables. Our approach is trivially parallelizable,
and runs in 391 ms per table on average.

Ranking Dataset Prec@1 Prec@3

Only Label Index (TF-IDF score) Wikitable 0.37 0.42
T2D-v2 0.24 0.31

Labels + Embeddings (TransE) Wikitable 0.61 0.72
T2D-v2 0.62 0.74

Table 1: Precision of slot-filling with/out KG embeddings.

From these tables, we extracted 2.818.205 unique facts for 1.880.808 unique
slots of the form hs, r, ?i. Of those slots, 823.806 already contain at least one
entity o in the KG. However, we do not know whether our extractions are re-
dundant, or t represents a new extraction that should be added to the existing
ones in the KG. To determine the novelty, we queried the label index for every
extracted fact and discovered that in 307.729 cases the labels were matching.
We can assume these extracted facts to be redundant. From these numbers, we
conclude that our extraction process has produced about 1.6M extractions for
which we have no evidence of redundancy and thus can be considered as novel.
A manual analysis over a sample confirmed this conclusion.

Finally, we evaluated the e↵ectiveness of our procedure for re-ranking the ex-
tractions using the KG embeddings on the Wikitable and T2D-v2 datasets. To
this end, we compare the naive index-based ranking obtained by simply picking
the top result returned from the label index against our strategy or re-ranking
considering the distance of the corresponding embeddings (Sec. 4). As metric,
we chose to measure the precision for the first or top-3 ranked candidates. These
are standard metrics used to evaluate the performance of link prediction tech-
niques [18]. Since we need to know the correct entity, we restricted this analysis
to the redundant extractions from this dataset. Tab. 1 reports the results both
when we consider only the top result and the top three. From these results, we
see that that our emnedding-based ranking outperforms the index-based ranking
in both cases, and predicts the correct entity at the top of the ranking in 61% of
the time, compared to 37% for the Wikitable dataset. Moreover, the relatively
low results obtained with the index-based ranking strategy indicate that labels
are in general not reliable for disambiguating attributes. 3

6 Related Work

The first system for interpreting web tables was introduced by Limaye et al. [14].
The system uses a probabilistic graphical model that makes supervised predic-
tions based on a large number of features. Subsequent work approached the

3 The code and data for these experiments are available at XXX

Wikitable: 1.6M tables → 786K entity tables → 498K linked

2.8M statements (1.8M slots, 823K known); 307K redundant



CONCLUSION

▸ TAKCO: Novelty-oriented table interpretation 

▸ Better disambiguation of incomplete entities 

▸ github.com/karmaresearch/takco 

▸ Evaluation of novel triples provides new perspective 

▸ Future work: 

▸ Use statistics from large corpus for generalisation 

▸ Extract n-ary relations

THANK YOU!



LIMITATIONS

party 05-02-08 min max

unity list 34 17 22
socialist party 60 108 134
social democrats 258 245 255
social liberal party 92 57 70

christian democrats 17 6 12
new alliance   38 72
liberal party 290 245 257
conservative party 103 84 101
danish people's party 133 122 134
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Explicit + disambiguations

Expl. + disamb. + redir.

System Pr. Re. F1

Only explicit labels .85 .69 .76
Explicit + disambiguations .84 .79 .81
Expl. + disamb. + redir. .92 .86 .89

Fig. 3: Row-entity evaluation scores and precision-recall tradeo↵ of our approach
given di↵erent label sources, on T2D-v2.

it returns the highest recall with only a small loss in terms of precision. This
translates in a significantly higher F1 score than the best of the baselines. These
are positive results since an high recall is important for extracting novel facts.

While the precision of our system is low in the limited-input setting, many
of the errors that it makes are due to problems with the candidate set and the
KG. Therefore, we evaluated a scenario (not shown in the figures of this paper)
in which we artificially expanded the candidate set to always include the gold
standard. This means we are artificially making use of a “perfect” candidate
index. Even with this addition, T2K Match is unable to use these candidates
for prediction and returns the same results. In contrast, manually adding them
to our system leads to both a notably higher recall and precision.

This indicates that our method is sensitive to the candidate generation, i.e.,
to the very first selection of candidates using the index label. To evaluate how
our system behaves with richer label indices, we evaluated our method on T2D-
v2 with three di↵erent label indices. The first index only uses the explicit labels
of the entities. The second one includes also the labels that we obtain from
redirect pages in Wikipedia. The third one adds also the labels we obtain from
the disambiguation pages. The results of this experiment are reported in Fig. 3.
As we can see from these results, including more labels per entity significantly
improves both the precision and recall of our system.

5.2 Measuring Redundancy

Current systems (e.g., [22, 29]) were evaluated against a set of manual annota-
tions, and scored on the individual subtasks of table interpretation. Such evalua-
tion did not consider the novelty of facts that the system has extracted. In other
words, no di↵erence was made between predictions of already known facts or new
knowledge, but this di↵erence is important in our context. In order to fill this
gap, we need to distinguish between these cases when measuring performance.

Given in input a KG K = (E ,R,F), an extraction technique like ours is
expected to yield a new set of predicted facts FP over E and R from an input
source like web tables. If we have gold standard table annotations, we can gen-
erate another set of facts FG and use them for evaluating how many facts in FP

Label set is very important!
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System Redundant Novel
Pr. Re. F1 Pr. Re. F1

T2KMatch .84 .82 .83 .76 .66 .71
TableMiner + .86 .73 .79 .73 .56 .63
Ours (T2K candidates) .81 .84 .83 .61 .71 .66
Ours (DBpedia subset) .83 .90 .86 .59 .76 .66
Ours (Full DBpedia) .83 .96 .89 .70 .83 .76

(a) The scores for extracting novel and redundant triples from
T2D-v2, measured at the acceptance threshold of maximum F1.

(b) The precision-recall tradeo↵ curve on T2D-v2.

Fig. 4: The novel and redundant precision-recall tradeo↵ for the T2D-v2 dataset
(in gray, the isolines of constant F1 score). Unlike the experiments in the previous
figures, here the bias towards extracting known (redundant) facts is made explicit
and we focus on finding novel KG facts in web tables.

are correct. Note that both FP and FG might contain facts that are either in
F or not. So far, current techniques have been evaluated w.r.t. the set of true
positives FG \ FP (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives as FG \ FP

(valid facts that were missed). These measures do not take the redundancy of
the extracted facts into account, while the redundant information exceeds the
novel information for benchmark datasets [13].

In Fig. 4, we show the evaluation of the correctness of novel and redundant

facts separately. Crucially, our system significantly outperforms the baselines
with repect to the recall of novel facts, which is paramount to KG completion.
In the tradeo↵ curve for novel triples (Fig. 4b), we also outperform the state-of-
the-art regarding precision for most threshold values.

5.3 Slot-filling

To test the scalability of our system, we have run it on all 1.6M tables in the Wik-
itable dataset. The first step concerns detecting entity tables with key columns
that contain entity labels. This process returned 786K tables. Then, we pro-
ceeded with the retrieval of entity candidates. About 288K tables did not contain
any entity in DBpedia, thus were discarded. The table interpretation process was
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Fig. 4: The novel and redundant precision-recall tradeo↵ for the T2D-v2 dataset
(in gray, the isolines of constant F1 score). Unlike the experiments in the previous
figures, here the bias towards extracting known (redundant) facts is made explicit
and we focus on finding novel KG facts in web tables.

are correct. Note that both FP and FG might contain facts that are either in
F or not. So far, current techniques have been evaluated w.r.t. the set of true
positives FG \ FP (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives as FG \ FP

(valid facts that were missed). These measures do not take the redundancy of
the extracted facts into account, while the redundant information exceeds the
novel information for benchmark datasets [13].

In Fig. 4, we show the evaluation of the correctness of novel and redundant

facts separately. Crucially, our system significantly outperforms the baselines
with repect to the recall of novel facts, which is paramount to KG completion.
In the tradeo↵ curve for novel triples (Fig. 4b), we also outperform the state-of-
the-art regarding precision for most threshold values.

5.3 Slot-filling

To test the scalability of our system, we have run it on all 1.6M tables in the Wik-
itable dataset. The first step concerns detecting entity tables with key columns
that contain entity labels. This process returned 786K tables. Then, we pro-
ceeded with the retrieval of entity candidates. About 288K tables did not contain
any entity in DBpedia, thus were discarded. The table interpretation process was

System Novel Redundant
Pr. Re. (Q⇤) F1 AP Pr. Re. (Q†) F1 AP R+ R�

T2KMatch (standard) 0.76 0.66 0.71 0.67 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.88 0.55 0.44

TableMiner + (standard) 0.73 0.56 0.63 0.61 0.86 0.73 0.79 0.86 0.57 0.39
Ours (T2K candidates) 0.61 0.71 0.66 0.72 0.81 0.84 0.83 0.86 0.55 0.44
Ours (KB subset candidates) 0.59 0.76 0.66 0.70 0.83 0.90 0.86 0.88 0.55 0.31
Ours (standard) 0.70 0.83 0.76 0.77 0.83 0.96 0.89 0.89 0.55 0.25

(a) The scores for extracting novel and redundant triples from the T2Dv2 dataset.

(b) The precision-recall tradeo↵ curve on T2D-v2.

(c) The precision-recall tradeo↵ curve on WikiSample.

Figure 6: The novel and redundant precision-recall tradeo↵ for the T2D-v2 dataset (in gray, the isolines of constant F1 score).
Unlike the experiments in the previous figures, here the bias towards extracting known (redundant) facts, is filtered out and
we focus on finding novel KG facts in web tables.

32, 8, 7]. Some focus on matching tables to relation from
Open Information extraction [47, 50] or exploit occurrences
of cell value pairs in a corpus of text [40, 8], and others
perform supervised learning [32, 14, 46]. On datasets that
already contain entity links (e.g. hyperlinks to Wikipedia ar-
ticles), entity linking is not necessary and attribute matching
is su�cient for producing triples. However, these hyperlinks
can also be used for finding additional facts about the enti-
ties that are linked in the table [24].

The systems evaluated in this paper are designed for open-
domain table interpretation. In closed-domain settings, as-
sumptions can reduce the redundancy of extractions. For
example, the work of [34] models the incompleteness in the
domain subset of the KG by estimating class probabilities
based on relations between entities, which the limited do-
main makes tractable. The systems of [50] and [47] use a
probabilistic KG created from a web corpus for supporting
table search. This type of KG o↵ers many strategies for im-
proving the recall of new knowledge because it allows for an

explicit model of unknown or low-confidence facts.
Much existing work is focused on attribute matching. The

simplest approaches are limited to string similarities be-
tween the column headers and relation names [33] or cell val-
ues and entity labels [54, 52, 13]. When no overlap between
the table and KG can be assumed at all, some work uses su-
pervised models based on features of the column header and
cell values [45, 46, 32]. Several models use large web text
corpora to augment the information from the KG. The work
of [2] uses the anchor text of hyperlinks on the web to create
a prior for instance matching that takes the popularity of en-
tities into account. The work of [40] creates a set of syntactic
patterns from the ClueWeb09 text corpus featuring entities
from relations in the KG. Given query pairs of entities from
tables, the syntactic patterns from text featuring the query
pair are matched to the patterns in the set. A probabilistic
model then allows for the prediction of relations from the
KG. A similar approach is taken by [8], who use a language
model instead of extracted syntactic patterns. They query

11
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a knowledge base. Typically, this comes down to identifying (1)
which entities are present in the table, (2) which types those entities
have, and (3) which relations are expressed between columns. It
can be evaluated using a set of tableswhich aremanually annotated
with these concepts. If in a certain case no satisfactory entity, type
or relation exists in the knowledge base, none should be annotated,
nor predicted by the system.

�e task of table interpretation (or table matching) is commonly
de�ned to consist of identifying (1) which entities are present in the
table, (2) which types those entities have, and (3) which relations
are expressed between columns (if any) [4, 7, 9, 12, 18, 19, 22]. �e
set of possible entities, types, and relations that can be predicted
are given by a knowledge base. �e predictions are evaulated using
a set of manual annotations, scoring the individual substasks in
terms of precision and recall.

A�er interpretation, the table yields a set of facts T that could
potentially be added to the knowledge base if they are novel. �is
set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
positives A \T (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives A \T
(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
from the de�nitions of precision and recall in the literature (which
measure precision and recall of annotations, not extracted facts),
we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
now de�ne two redundancy scores. �e �rst, which we refer to
as positive redundancy, is the fraction of correctly extracted facts
that are already in the knowledge base, and the second, negative
redundancy, is the fraction of annotated but unextracted facts that
are in the knowledge base:

Rp (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | Rn (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | (1)

In other words, Rp is the redundancy of the true positives, and Rn
is the redundancy of the false negatives.

Additionally, we can de�ne two recall scores. �ese are based
the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
A \ K . �e �rst, novel recall, is the fraction of new facts that is
correctly predicted, and the second, redundant recall, is the fraction
of redundant facts that is correctly extracted:

Qn (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | Qr (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | (2)

In other words, Qn is the recall of novel annotations, and Qr is the
recall of known annotations.

Now we can formalize our hypotheses using these measures:

Rp (T ,A) > Rn (T ,A) (H1’)
Qn (T ,A) < Qr (T ,A) (H2’)

3 EXISTING SYSTEMS
�ere is neverhardly ever a perfect overlap between the information
in a table and the facts in a knowledge base. It is unavoidable that
an interpretation system must leverage the very set of facts it seeks
to expand in order to make predictions. However, the degree in
which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.

Incremental Interpretation. �e TableMiner system of [23] con-
sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
optimization set.

�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
[12]. �is dataset, the T2D entity-level gold standard, consists of
nearly exhaustive annotations of 25703 entities, 233 types and 420
relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.
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a knowledge base. Typically, this comes down to identifying (1)
which entities are present in the table, (2) which types those entities
have, and (3) which relations are expressed between columns. It
can be evaluated using a set of tableswhich aremanually annotated
with these concepts. If in a certain case no satisfactory entity, type
or relation exists in the knowledge base, none should be annotated,
nor predicted by the system.

�e task of table interpretation (or table matching) is commonly
de�ned to consist of identifying (1) which entities are present in the
table, (2) which types those entities have, and (3) which relations
are expressed between columns (if any) [4, 7, 9, 12, 18, 19, 22]. �e
set of possible entities, types, and relations that can be predicted
are given by a knowledge base. �e predictions are evaulated using
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A�er interpretation, the table yields a set of facts T that could
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set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
positives A \T (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives A \T
(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
from the de�nitions of precision and recall in the literature (which
measure precision and recall of annotations, not extracted facts),
we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
now de�ne two redundancy scores. �e �rst, which we refer to
as positive redundancy, is the fraction of correctly extracted facts
that are already in the knowledge base, and the second, negative
redundancy, is the fraction of annotated but unextracted facts that
are in the knowledge base:

Rp (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | Rn (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | (1)

In other words, Rp is the redundancy of the true positives, and Rn
is the redundancy of the false negatives.

Additionally, we can de�ne two recall scores. �ese are based
the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
A \ K . �e �rst, novel recall, is the fraction of new facts that is
correctly predicted, and the second, redundant recall, is the fraction
of redundant facts that is correctly extracted:

Qn (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | Qr (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | (2)

In other words, Qn is the recall of novel annotations, and Qr is the
recall of known annotations.

Now we can formalize our hypotheses using these measures:

Rp (T ,A) > Rn (T ,A) (H1’)
Qn (T ,A) < Qr (T ,A) (H2’)

3 EXISTING SYSTEMS
�ere is neverhardly ever a perfect overlap between the information
in a table and the facts in a knowledge base. It is unavoidable that
an interpretation system must leverage the very set of facts it seeks
to expand in order to make predictions. However, the degree in
which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.

Incremental Interpretation. �e TableMiner system of [23] con-
sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
optimization set.

�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
[12]. �is dataset, the T2D entity-level gold standard, consists of
nearly exhaustive annotations of 25703 entities, 233 types and 420
relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.
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a knowledge base. Typically, this comes down to identifying (1)
which entities are present in the table, (2) which types those entities
have, and (3) which relations are expressed between columns. It
can be evaluated using a set of tableswhich aremanually annotated
with these concepts. If in a certain case no satisfactory entity, type
or relation exists in the knowledge base, none should be annotated,
nor predicted by the system.

�e task of table interpretation (or table matching) is commonly
de�ned to consist of identifying (1) which entities are present in the
table, (2) which types those entities have, and (3) which relations
are expressed between columns (if any) [4, 7, 9, 12, 18, 19, 22]. �e
set of possible entities, types, and relations that can be predicted
are given by a knowledge base. �e predictions are evaulated using
a set of manual annotations, scoring the individual substasks in
terms of precision and recall.

A�er interpretation, the table yields a set of facts T that could
potentially be added to the knowledge base if they are novel. �is
set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
positives A \T (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives A \T
(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
from the de�nitions of precision and recall in the literature (which
measure precision and recall of annotations, not extracted facts),
we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
now de�ne two redundancy scores. �e �rst, which we refer to
as positive redundancy, is the fraction of correctly extracted facts
that are already in the knowledge base, and the second, negative
redundancy, is the fraction of annotated but unextracted facts that
are in the knowledge base:

Rp (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | Rn (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | (1)

In other words, Rp is the redundancy of the true positives, and Rn
is the redundancy of the false negatives.

Additionally, we can de�ne two recall scores. �ese are based
the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
A \ K . �e �rst, novel recall, is the fraction of new facts that is
correctly predicted, and the second, redundant recall, is the fraction
of redundant facts that is correctly extracted:

Qn (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | Qr (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | (2)

In other words, Qn is the recall of novel annotations, and Qr is the
recall of known annotations.

Now we can formalize our hypotheses using these measures:

Rp (T ,A) > Rn (T ,A) (H1’)
Qn (T ,A) < Qr (T ,A) (H2’)

3 EXISTING SYSTEMS
�ere is neverhardly ever a perfect overlap between the information
in a table and the facts in a knowledge base. It is unavoidable that
an interpretation system must leverage the very set of facts it seeks
to expand in order to make predictions. However, the degree in
which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.

Incremental Interpretation. �e TableMiner system of [23] con-
sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
optimization set.

�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
[12]. �is dataset, the T2D entity-level gold standard, consists of
nearly exhaustive annotations of 25703 entities, 233 types and 420
relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.
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a knowledge base. Typically, this comes down to identifying (1)
which entities are present in the table, (2) which types those entities
have, and (3) which relations are expressed between columns. It
can be evaluated using a set of tableswhich aremanually annotated
with these concepts. If in a certain case no satisfactory entity, type
or relation exists in the knowledge base, none should be annotated,
nor predicted by the system.

�e task of table interpretation (or table matching) is commonly
de�ned to consist of identifying (1) which entities are present in the
table, (2) which types those entities have, and (3) which relations
are expressed between columns (if any) [4, 7, 9, 12, 18, 19, 22]. �e
set of possible entities, types, and relations that can be predicted
are given by a knowledge base. �e predictions are evaulated using
a set of manual annotations, scoring the individual substasks in
terms of precision and recall.

A�er interpretation, the table yields a set of facts T that could
potentially be added to the knowledge base if they are novel. �is
set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
positives A \T (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives A \T
(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
from the de�nitions of precision and recall in the literature (which
measure precision and recall of annotations, not extracted facts),
we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
now de�ne two redundancy scores. �e �rst, which we refer to
as positive redundancy, is the fraction of correctly extracted facts
that are already in the knowledge base, and the second, negative
redundancy, is the fraction of annotated but unextracted facts that
are in the knowledge base:

Rp (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | Rn (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | (1)

In other words, Rp is the redundancy of the true positives, and Rn
is the redundancy of the false negatives.

Additionally, we can de�ne two recall scores. �ese are based
the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
A \ K . �e �rst, novel recall, is the fraction of new facts that is
correctly predicted, and the second, redundant recall, is the fraction
of redundant facts that is correctly extracted:

Qn (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | Qr (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | (2)

In other words, Qn is the recall of novel annotations, and Qr is the
recall of known annotations.

Now we can formalize our hypotheses using these measures:

Rp (T ,A) > Rn (T ,A) (H1’)
Qn (T ,A) < Qr (T ,A) (H2’)

3 EXISTING SYSTEMS
�ere is neverhardly ever a perfect overlap between the information
in a table and the facts in a knowledge base. It is unavoidable that
an interpretation system must leverage the very set of facts it seeks
to expand in order to make predictions. However, the degree in
which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.

Incremental Interpretation. �e TableMiner system of [23] con-
sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
optimization set.

�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
[12]. �is dataset, the T2D entity-level gold standard, consists of
nearly exhaustive annotations of 25703 entities, 233 types and 420
relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.
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a knowledge base. Typically, this comes down to identifying (1)
which entities are present in the table, (2) which types those entities
have, and (3) which relations are expressed between columns. It
can be evaluated using a set of tableswhich aremanually annotated
with these concepts. If in a certain case no satisfactory entity, type
or relation exists in the knowledge base, none should be annotated,
nor predicted by the system.

�e task of table interpretation (or table matching) is commonly
de�ned to consist of identifying (1) which entities are present in the
table, (2) which types those entities have, and (3) which relations
are expressed between columns (if any) [4, 7, 9, 12, 18, 19, 22]. �e
set of possible entities, types, and relations that can be predicted
are given by a knowledge base. �e predictions are evaulated using
a set of manual annotations, scoring the individual substasks in
terms of precision and recall.

A�er interpretation, the table yields a set of facts T that could
potentially be added to the knowledge base if they are novel. �is
set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
positives A \T (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives A \T
(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
from the de�nitions of precision and recall in the literature (which
measure precision and recall of annotations, not extracted facts),
we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
now de�ne two redundancy scores. �e �rst, which we refer to
as positive redundancy, is the fraction of correctly extracted facts
that are already in the knowledge base, and the second, negative
redundancy, is the fraction of annotated but unextracted facts that
are in the knowledge base:

Rp (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | Rn (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | (1)

In other words, Rp is the redundancy of the true positives, and Rn
is the redundancy of the false negatives.

Additionally, we can de�ne two recall scores. �ese are based
the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
A \ K . �e �rst, novel recall, is the fraction of new facts that is
correctly predicted, and the second, redundant recall, is the fraction
of redundant facts that is correctly extracted:

Qn (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | Qr (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | (2)

In other words, Qn is the recall of novel annotations, and Qr is the
recall of known annotations.

Now we can formalize our hypotheses using these measures:

Rp (T ,A) > Rn (T ,A) (H1’)
Qn (T ,A) < Qr (T ,A) (H2’)

3 EXISTING SYSTEMS
�ere is neverhardly ever a perfect overlap between the information
in a table and the facts in a knowledge base. It is unavoidable that
an interpretation system must leverage the very set of facts it seeks
to expand in order to make predictions. However, the degree in
which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.

Incremental Interpretation. �e TableMiner system of [23] con-
sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
optimization set.

�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
[12]. �is dataset, the T2D entity-level gold standard, consists of
nearly exhaustive annotations of 25703 entities, 233 types and 420
relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.
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a knowledge base. Typically, this comes down to identifying (1)
which entities are present in the table, (2) which types those entities
have, and (3) which relations are expressed between columns. It
can be evaluated using a set of tableswhich aremanually annotated
with these concepts. If in a certain case no satisfactory entity, type
or relation exists in the knowledge base, none should be annotated,
nor predicted by the system.

�e task of table interpretation (or table matching) is commonly
de�ned to consist of identifying (1) which entities are present in the
table, (2) which types those entities have, and (3) which relations
are expressed between columns (if any) [4, 7, 9, 12, 18, 19, 22]. �e
set of possible entities, types, and relations that can be predicted
are given by a knowledge base. �e predictions are evaulated using
a set of manual annotations, scoring the individual substasks in
terms of precision and recall.

A�er interpretation, the table yields a set of facts T that could
potentially be added to the knowledge base if they are novel. �is
set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
positives A \T (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives A \T
(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
from the de�nitions of precision and recall in the literature (which
measure precision and recall of annotations, not extracted facts),
we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
now de�ne two redundancy scores. �e �rst, which we refer to
as positive redundancy, is the fraction of correctly extracted facts
that are already in the knowledge base, and the second, negative
redundancy, is the fraction of annotated but unextracted facts that
are in the knowledge base:

Rp (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | Rn (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | (1)

In other words, Rp is the redundancy of the true positives, and Rn
is the redundancy of the false negatives.

Additionally, we can de�ne two recall scores. �ese are based
the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
A \ K . �e �rst, novel recall, is the fraction of new facts that is
correctly predicted, and the second, redundant recall, is the fraction
of redundant facts that is correctly extracted:

Qn (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | Qr (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | (2)

In other words, Qn is the recall of novel annotations, and Qr is the
recall of known annotations.

Now we can formalize our hypotheses using these measures:

Rp (T ,A) > Rn (T ,A) (H1’)
Qn (T ,A) < Qr (T ,A) (H2’)

3 EXISTING SYSTEMS
�ere is neverhardly ever a perfect overlap between the information
in a table and the facts in a knowledge base. It is unavoidable that
an interpretation system must leverage the very set of facts it seeks
to expand in order to make predictions. However, the degree in
which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.

Incremental Interpretation. �e TableMiner system of [23] con-
sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
optimization set.

�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
[12]. �is dataset, the T2D entity-level gold standard, consists of
nearly exhaustive annotations of 25703 entities, 233 types and 420
relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.
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a knowledge base. Typically, this comes down to identifying (1)
which entities are present in the table, (2) which types those entities
have, and (3) which relations are expressed between columns. It
can be evaluated using a set of tableswhich aremanually annotated
with these concepts. If in a certain case no satisfactory entity, type
or relation exists in the knowledge base, none should be annotated,
nor predicted by the system.

�e task of table interpretation (or table matching) is commonly
de�ned to consist of identifying (1) which entities are present in the
table, (2) which types those entities have, and (3) which relations
are expressed between columns (if any) [4, 7, 9, 12, 18, 19, 22]. �e
set of possible entities, types, and relations that can be predicted
are given by a knowledge base. �e predictions are evaulated using
a set of manual annotations, scoring the individual substasks in
terms of precision and recall.

A�er interpretation, the table yields a set of facts T that could
potentially be added to the knowledge base if they are novel. �is
set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
positives A \T (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives A \T
(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
from the de�nitions of precision and recall in the literature (which
measure precision and recall of annotations, not extracted facts),
we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
now de�ne two redundancy scores. �e �rst, which we refer to
as positive redundancy, is the fraction of correctly extracted facts
that are already in the knowledge base, and the second, negative
redundancy, is the fraction of annotated but unextracted facts that
are in the knowledge base:

Rp (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | Rn (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | (1)

In other words, Rp is the redundancy of the true positives, and Rn
is the redundancy of the false negatives.

Additionally, we can de�ne two recall scores. �ese are based
the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
A \ K . �e �rst, novel recall, is the fraction of new facts that is
correctly predicted, and the second, redundant recall, is the fraction
of redundant facts that is correctly extracted:

Qn (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | Qr (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | (2)

In other words, Qn is the recall of novel annotations, and Qr is the
recall of known annotations.

Now we can formalize our hypotheses using these measures:

Rp (T ,A) > Rn (T ,A) (H1’)
Qn (T ,A) < Qr (T ,A) (H2’)

3 EXISTING SYSTEMS
�ere is neverhardly ever a perfect overlap between the information
in a table and the facts in a knowledge base. It is unavoidable that
an interpretation system must leverage the very set of facts it seeks
to expand in order to make predictions. However, the degree in
which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.

Incremental Interpretation. �e TableMiner system of [23] con-
sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
optimization set.

�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
[12]. �is dataset, the T2D entity-level gold standard, consists of
nearly exhaustive annotations of 25703 entities, 233 types and 420
relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.
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can be evaluated using a set of tableswhich aremanually annotated
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or relation exists in the knowledge base, none should be annotated,
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set of possible entities, types, and relations that can be predicted
are given by a knowledge base. �e predictions are evaulated using
a set of manual annotations, scoring the individual substasks in
terms of precision and recall.

A�er interpretation, the table yields a set of facts T that could
potentially be added to the knowledge base if they are novel. �is
set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
positives A \T (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives A \T
(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
from the de�nitions of precision and recall in the literature (which
measure precision and recall of annotations, not extracted facts),
we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
now de�ne two redundancy scores. �e �rst, which we refer to
as positive redundancy, is the fraction of correctly extracted facts
that are already in the knowledge base, and the second, negative
redundancy, is the fraction of annotated but unextracted facts that
are in the knowledge base:
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|A \T | Rn (T ,A) =
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|A \T | (1)

In other words, Rp is the redundancy of the true positives, and Rn
is the redundancy of the false negatives.

Additionally, we can de�ne two recall scores. �ese are based
the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
A \ K . �e �rst, novel recall, is the fraction of new facts that is
correctly predicted, and the second, redundant recall, is the fraction
of redundant facts that is correctly extracted:
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|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | Qr (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | (2)

In other words, Qn is the recall of novel annotations, and Qr is the
recall of known annotations.

Now we can formalize our hypotheses using these measures:

Rp (T ,A) > Rn (T ,A) (H1’)
Qn (T ,A) < Qr (T ,A) (H2’)

3 EXISTING SYSTEMS
�ere is neverhardly ever a perfect overlap between the information
in a table and the facts in a knowledge base. It is unavoidable that
an interpretation system must leverage the very set of facts it seeks
to expand in order to make predictions. However, the degree in
which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.

Incremental Interpretation. �e TableMiner system of [23] con-
sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
optimization set.

�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
[12]. �is dataset, the T2D entity-level gold standard, consists of
nearly exhaustive annotations of 25703 entities, 233 types and 420
relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.
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potentially be added to the knowledge base if they are novel. �is
set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
positives A \T (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives A \T
(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
from the de�nitions of precision and recall in the literature (which
measure precision and recall of annotations, not extracted facts),
we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
now de�ne two redundancy scores. �e �rst, which we refer to
as positive redundancy, is the fraction of correctly extracted facts
that are already in the knowledge base, and the second, negative
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are in the knowledge base:
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In other words, Rp is the redundancy of the true positives, and Rn
is the redundancy of the false negatives.

Additionally, we can de�ne two recall scores. �ese are based
the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
A \ K . �e �rst, novel recall, is the fraction of new facts that is
correctly predicted, and the second, redundant recall, is the fraction
of redundant facts that is correctly extracted:
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|A \ K | Qr (T ,A) =
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In other words, Qn is the recall of novel annotations, and Qr is the
recall of known annotations.

Now we can formalize our hypotheses using these measures:

Rp (T ,A) > Rn (T ,A) (H1’)
Qn (T ,A) < Qr (T ,A) (H2’)

3 EXISTING SYSTEMS
�ere is neverhardly ever a perfect overlap between the information
in a table and the facts in a knowledge base. It is unavoidable that
an interpretation system must leverage the very set of facts it seeks
to expand in order to make predictions. However, the degree in
which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.

Incremental Interpretation. �e TableMiner system of [23] con-
sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
optimization set.

�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
[12]. �is dataset, the T2D entity-level gold standard, consists of
nearly exhaustive annotations of 25703 entities, 233 types and 420
relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.
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relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.
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a knowledge base. Typically, this comes down to identifying (1)
which entities are present in the table, (2) which types those entities
have, and (3) which relations are expressed between columns. It
can be evaluated using a set of tableswhich aremanually annotated
with these concepts. If in a certain case no satisfactory entity, type
or relation exists in the knowledge base, none should be annotated,
nor predicted by the system.

�e task of table interpretation (or table matching) is commonly
de�ned to consist of identifying (1) which entities are present in the
table, (2) which types those entities have, and (3) which relations
are expressed between columns (if any) [4, 7, 9, 12, 18, 19, 22]. �e
set of possible entities, types, and relations that can be predicted
are given by a knowledge base. �e predictions are evaulated using
a set of manual annotations, scoring the individual substasks in
terms of precision and recall.

A�er interpretation, the table yields a set of facts T that could
potentially be added to the knowledge base if they are novel. �is
set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
positives A \T (correctly extracted facts) and false negatives A \T
(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
from the de�nitions of precision and recall in the literature (which
measure precision and recall of annotations, not extracted facts),
we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
now de�ne two redundancy scores. �e �rst, which we refer to
as positive redundancy, is the fraction of correctly extracted facts
that are already in the knowledge base, and the second, negative
redundancy, is the fraction of annotated but unextracted facts that
are in the knowledge base:

Rp (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | Rn (T ,A) =
|(A \T ) \ K |

|A \T | (1)

In other words, Rp is the redundancy of the true positives, and Rn
is the redundancy of the false negatives.

Additionally, we can de�ne two recall scores. �ese are based
the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
A \ K . �e �rst, novel recall, is the fraction of new facts that is
correctly predicted, and the second, redundant recall, is the fraction
of redundant facts that is correctly extracted:

Qn (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | Qr (T ,A) =
|T \ (A \ K)|

|A \ K | (2)

In other words, Qn is the recall of novel annotations, and Qr is the
recall of known annotations.

Now we can formalize our hypotheses using these measures:

Rp (T ,A) > Rn (T ,A) (H1’)
Qn (T ,A) < Qr (T ,A) (H2’)

3 EXISTING SYSTEMS
�ere is neverhardly ever a perfect overlap between the information
in a table and the facts in a knowledge base. It is unavoidable that
an interpretation system must leverage the very set of facts it seeks
to expand in order to make predictions. However, the degree in
which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.

Incremental Interpretation. �e TableMiner system of [23] con-
sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
optimization set.

�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.

4 EXPERIMENTS
To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
[12]. �is dataset, the T2D entity-level gold standard, consists of
nearly exhaustive annotations of 25703 entities, 233 types and 420
relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
cross-domain web scrape.

We ran the T2K Match framework with the same parameters,
yielding predictions for all tables, but not all cells. Because of
the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
con�dence in the predictions.

Novel Recall

Redundant Recall

Hypothesis:
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set of facts consists of entity labels, type memberships, and rela-
tional facts (i.e. a relation holding between two cells in the same
row). For tables in the evaluation set, we can use the manual an-
notations to construct a similar set of facts A. Because we assume
the manual annotations are correct, this set might contain facts
that are valid but not in the knowledge base. Typically, evaluating
a table interpretation system comes down to checking the overlap
ofT and A (i.e. whether the facts are correct). In this paper, we are
interested in looking at the overlap of T and A with the knowledge
base (denoted as the set of facts K ).

With these sets we can de�ne a number of ways to measure
interpretation quality. Using the annotations, we can de�ne factual
precision (|T \A|/|T |) and recall (|T \A|/|A|), and the set of true
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(valid facts that were missed). However, because this is di�erent
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we do not report it here. Using the knowledge base, we can additionally
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the set of novel annotationsA\K and the set of known annotations
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which this assumption has been made explicit di�ers signi�cantly
between existing systems.
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sists of two phases that are alternated until a certain con�dence
level has been reached. It is an optimization of [7] and includes
an extension of its feature set to increase accuracy and speed. �e
forward-learning phase builds up predictions on a row-by-row ba-
sis, a�er which the backward-update phase uses these to guide
the interpretation of the rest of the data. �is is repeated until
convergence.

�is system models the incompleteness in the knowledge base
by using the table context (features from the web page, the text
surrounding the table and column headers). By training the model
on a set of examples, this may compensate somewhat if the table
content is insu�cient for correct interpretation.

Matching-based Interpretation. �ework of [12] evaluates amatching-
based system on a selection of tables from a large, cross-domain
web scrape. �e method consists of a series of matching steps that
match table rows to entities, using similarities between entity prop-
erty values and the table columns. Beginning with entity candidate
selection from cell values, the value-based similarities between cells
and entity properties are then used to �lter the candidate set and
property correspondencies, a�er which they are recomputed on
the new selection. �is is iteratively repeated until the similarities
stop changing and a �nal prediction is chosen.

�e system has a con�dence theshold, under which it refrains
from predicting amatch. �is threshold, alongwith other parameter
se�ings such as the size of candidate sets, is found by tuning on an
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�e authors also report the potential that their system has for
slot-�lling applications. �ey show that the predictions made by
their T2K Framework produce 2691 facts which can potentially be
added to the knowledge base from the dataset of 233 tables.
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To evaluate our hypotheses, we performed several experiments.
�e two systems described above were run on the dataset from
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relations from DBpedia in a selection of 233 tables from a large,
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the threshold, not all columns are matched in order to maintain
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